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Abstract 
To further study the application of small target detection in the field of computer vision, 
this paper first introduces the significance of small target detection research and the 
development of small target detection. Then, the status of small target detection at home 
and abroad and the methods used are introduced. In addition, small target detection is 
based on traditional methods, small target detection d based on deep learning, and the 
current main methods and research status of small target detection optimization are 
introduced. Finally, the significance of improving the accuracy and speed of algorithms 
based on deep learning for small target detection is described. 
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1. Introduction 

With the continuous development of deep learning, the visual technology applied to the monitoring 
scene is more and more widely used. It is a feasible scheme to count the number of people and traffic 
flow in the monitoring picture through target detection technology. However, there are many 
difficulties in the practical application of this scheme, among which the most critical problem is that 
the general target detection algorithm has a poor detection effect on small targets. Under a normal 
monitoring perspective, when the flow of people and vehicles is relatively dense, the image taken by 
the camera has serious occlusion. Therefore, the camera should be placed as high as possible to 
capture images in a large area. Each target has a small area, requiring the algorithm to have a strong 
ability to detect small targets. 

The task of object detection [1-2] is to find out all the objects that people are interested in in a given 
image and determine their position, size, and category, which is one of the basic tasks in the field of 
computer vision and the basis of other more advanced visual tasks. A large number of studies have 
greatly improved the detection accuracy of significant targets based on deep learning. 

2. Small Target Detection based on Traditional Method 

The traditional target detection technology usually includes the following steps in the process of 
image recognition: First, input RGB image; Second, determine the image target area; Thirdly, the 
candidate region is analyzed by using a design template and its characteristics are extracted. Fourthly, 
upload feature data to the classifier to realize data classification. Fifth, perform correction and weight 
removal operations on the classification results to obtain the detection results. Of the above operations, 
the third step is the most critical and can be used to extract valid features. The traditional algorithm 
determines the feature by manual processing and sets the target feature artificially. This method is 
suitable for specific data sets, and its explanatory power is strong, but its generalization ability is 
insufficient, and it has problems of redundancy and high complexity. As the theory of deep learning 
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becomes more abundant, many researchers begin to introduce deep learning into the research of object 
detection technology. As the number of convolutional layers of convolutional neural networks 
increases, its advantages become more and more prominent. 

The features of traditional target detection algorithms need to be designed manually. Such features 
are mainly for specific data sets, which have strong explanatory power but lack generalization ability, 
and have problems such as high time complexity and redundancy of candidate boxes. 

 

 
Figure 1. Flow chart of traditional algorithm 

 

(1) Pre-processing: perform image denoising, image enhancement, color space conversion, and other 
operations on the detected image to obtain an image with more obvious features. 

(2) Candidate box generation: candidate box is realized by a sliding window. Firstly, the size of the 
window is determined, and the window is used to slide from the upper left corner of the image to be 
detected with a fixed step size to obtain the candidate box of the image. 

(3) Feature extraction: Feature extraction of local information in each window. Usually use some 
classical computer vision pattern recognition algorithm, such as: based on color, based on texture, 
based on shape; And some medium level or high-level semantic feature methods, such as histogram 
feature extraction method of candidate box content feature extraction. 

(4) Feature classification: The extracted image features are classified by the classifier to determine 
whether the candidate box contains the target and predict the target category. 

(5) Post-processing: it is detected that the candidate boxes of the target may overlap, and the non-
maximum suppression algorithm is adopted to merge the candidate boxes of the same kind, to obtain 
more accurate target coordinates, which is the final output result of the algorithm. 

3. Small Target Detection Method based on Deep Learning 

With the continuous improvement of hardware computing power and the continuous development of 
deep learning, object detection algorithms based on deep learning have attracted more and more 
scholars. Moreover, with the increasing number of convolution layers of a convolutional neural 
network, its advantages become increasingly prominent and gradually replace the traditional object 
detection algorithms. 

3.1 Single Stage Target Detection 

In 2015, Redmon et al. [3] proposed the YOLOv1 (You Only Look Once) algorithm, which 
significantly improved the reasoning speed compared with the two-stage detection algorithm, but 
could not accurately detect small targets and dense targets. In the specific detection, only the image 
input can predict and classify the target, to get the classification results. Later, Redmon et al. improved 
the regression strategy and proposed YOLOv2[4]. Darknet network was selected as the backbone 
network, the anchor frame mechanism adopted in the two-stage algorithm was integrated, and the k-
means clustering algorithm was used to select the shape and number of anchor frames, to improve 
the accuracy of target detection. In 2018, Redmon et al. proposed YOLOv3[5] network for iterative 
processing of the algorithm. This algorithm applies a multi-scale Feature graph to Feature Pyramid 
[6] (FPN) and integrates the Feature graph of each layer so that it can effectively predict targets of 
each scale, balancing detection accuracy and speed, and can be applied to many real-time detection 
scenes. 
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Figure 2. YOLO network structure 

 

In 2015, Liu et al. [7] proposed the SSD algorithm (Single Shot MultiBox Detector), which 
incorporates the advantages of the FTP-RCNN algorithm and makes predictions based on multi-scale 
feature maps output in the backbone network. The accuracy of the two-stage algorithm and the speed 
of the single-stage algorithm is obtained. However, low-level features in SSD networks do not have 
semantic information, and the feature maps of each layer are independent, making it difficult to 
accurately detect small targets. Shen et al. [8] introduced a feature pyramid into DSSD to solve the 
above problems, and strengthened shallow features based on a convolution fusion strategy, to 
accurately detect small targets. 

 

 
Figure 3. SSD network structure diagram 

 

In 2018, Deng et al. [9] proposed the CornerNet algorithm, which can detect the points in the upper 
left and lower right corner of the target and extract the feature network to select Hourglass[10]. In the 
classification of the COCO data set, the detection accuracy can be improved and the anchor frame 
detection has good detection performance and has certain development potential. In 2019, Zhou et al. 
[11] proposed an ExtremeNet algorithm, in which a larger number of corners are added to achieve 
higher accuracy. 

3.2 Single stage target detection 

In 2014, R-CNN[12] applied the deep learning method to target detection for the first time, using the 
method of Selective Search to replace the sliding window, laying a foundation for deep learning target 
detection [13] (Selective Search, SS). Although improved detection algorithm accuracy. However, 
the reasoning is time-consuming and the training process is complicated. 
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Figure 4. R-CNN network structure 

 

In 2015, Girshick et al. [14] proposed the Fast RCNN method to improve the problems existing in R-
CNN. The network integrates the regressor into the network and trains with the classifier in parallel, 
and only needs feature extraction. Because the Fast RCNN algorithm simplifies the calculation scale, 
compared with RCNN, the training speed is increased by 9 times, and the reasoning speed is up to 
200 times. However, the algorithm is highly dependent on the selective search and needs to be trained 
separately from the backbone network, so the overall training effect cannot be optimized. In 2015, 
He et al. [15] proposed the Faster-RCNN Network to solve the above problems, which replaced 
candidate regions with Region Proposal Network (RPN). RPN can make its detection head different 
according to different tasks, but also can be trained with the backbone network at the same time, so 
that it has great advantages in accuracy and speed, most of the parameters can be shared, so it is still 
widely used today. 

In 2018, Lu et al. [16] proposed the Grid RCNN target detection algorithm. To obtain more ideal 
experimental results, the algorithm used the branch based on keypoint detection in the two-stage 
target detection algorithm to replace the position regression branch. Grid RCNN target detection 
algorithm uses a fully convolutional network to replace the full connection layer in target detection. 
CornerNet introduces key point prediction into the target detection algorithm, making the target box 
position accurately predicted even without an anchor. Grid RCNN adds a fusion mechanism to make 
the annotation box more accurate. Grid RCNN is implemented based on Anchor, and the training of 
the RPN part is the same as that of Faster RCNN, but the difference is that the detection part uses 
keypoint-based prediction to determine the location of the target box, so it looks like a product 
combining the Faster RCNN and the CornerNet. The Grid RCNN method uses more predictive points 
(9 by default) than the CornerNet method. The purpose of using more prediction points is to avoid 
the influence brought by the inaccuracy of a single point and to use more information. The overall 
process of the algorithm finds the candidate region through RPN, then obtains the feature map through 
the region of interest, and transmits the feature map to the fully convolutional network layer to output 
the final result. 

2020 COCO Detection Challenge Champion [17] proposed a double-head R-CNN target detection 
algorithm and found that the convolutional bounding box is better than the full join-in instance 
segmentation task. In the detection task, the effect obtained by using only full connection or 
convolution is not good enough, so the study uses convolution and full connection together to improve 
the effect of object detection. In the algorithm, the branch of regression position in the two fully 
connected branches is output by convolution. In the classification, the results of classification Head 
and regression are used simultaneously. 

Pang et al. [18] summarized the standard training process of the detector and found that the detection 
performance was always affected by the imbalance limitation in the training process, which was 
generally composed of three levels: Sample level, feature level, and Objective level. To solve this 
problem, a Libra R-CNN target detection algorithm is proposed to balance the training process. Libra 
R-CNN is made up of three new components: Iou-balanced sampling, balanced feature pyramid, and 
balanced L1 Loss are used to reduce the imbalance at the sampling, feature, and target levels 
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respectively. The probability of difficult samples being selected is increased by setting up partitions 
for sampling negative samples at random. The FPN structure is improved, all prediction feature layers 
are integrated and refined directly, and then fused to different levels for pooling or similar output of 
bilinear interpolation to prove the effectiveness of information flow. The balanced L1 function is 
created and used in the boundary box regression loss function to improve the overall performance. 
The selection method of positive and negative samples was improved, and the loss function was 
improved for different weights of difficult and easy samples. 

The above algorithms all belong to the combination of coarse detection and fine detection. The 
detection results are obtained after the target candidate box is acquired and then processed by the 
classifier and regressor. Therefore, this type of method is collectively referred to as a two-stage target 
detection method. 

4. Optimization of Small Target Detection 

Small target detection is always one of the difficulties in target detection and is an indispensable part 
of computer vision. With the development of deep learning in recent years, research on small target 
detection is gradually increasing. There are also many development directions for small target 
detection. 

4.1 Data to Enhance 

Data enhancement refers to the interference of images by transformations such as shearing, rotation, 
scaling, etc. The purpose of data expansion is to generate additional samples of the basic category 
without changing it. Data enhancement can be used for training and testing. In a sense, based on a 
large amount of data, can promote the development of deep learning. Similarly, the detection 
performance of small objects can be improved by increasing the type and number of small object 
samples in the dataset. Kisantal et al. [19] studied the problem of a small target detection task and 
carefully analyzed the mask-RCNN [20] model on the mS-COCO dataset. They proved that a poor 
performance factor for small object detection was the lack of what was meant in the training set of 
small objects. In other words, only a few of the images contain small objects, and even none of the 
images contain small objects. In particular, existing target detectors must have enough target 
matching predictive anchors. Kisantal et al. proposed two ways to extend the original MS-COCO data 
set to deal with this problem. Although data enhancement benefits ultimate detection performance, 
complexity in training and testing limits its use in practical applications. 

Data enhancement is a simple and effective method to improve the performance of small target 
detection. Different data enhancement strategies can expand the scale of training data sets, enrich the 
diversity of data sets, and enhance the robustness and generalization ability of detection models. In 
early studies, Yaeger et al. [21] significantly improved the accuracy of handwriting recognition by 
using data enhancement methods such as distortion, rotation, and scaling. After that, elastic 
deformation, random clipping, and shifting strategies are derived from data enhancement. At present, 
these data enhancement strategies have been widely used in target detection. 

Based on Kisantal et al., Chen et al. [22] proposed an adaptive resampling strategy for data 
enhancement in RRNet, which replicates target images considering context information based on a 
pre-trained semantic segmentation network, to solve the problems of background mismatch and scale 
mismatch that may occur during simple replication. To achieve a better data enhancement effect. 
Contains information from the target number of small, fewer problems, in the process of training the 
image to zoom in and joining together, the data set of big size target into a medium-size, medium size 
target is converted to a small size, and improve the quantity and quality of the medium/small size 
target at the same time also considering the calculation cost. In addition to designing corresponding 
data enhancement strategies for the characteristics of small targets, Zoph et al. [23] went beyond the 
limits of target characteristics and proposed an adaptive learning method such as reinforcement 
learning to select the best data enhancement strategy, which achieved certain performance 
improvement in small target detection. 
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Although the strategy of data enhancement solves the problems of small targets with less information, 
lack of appearance features and texture to a certain extent, it effectively improves the generalization 
ability of the network and achieves good results in the final detection performance, but at the same 
time brings about an increase in computing cost. Moreover, in practical applications, it is often 
necessary to optimize the target characteristics. Improper data enhancement strategies may introduce 
new noises and damage the performance of feature extraction, which also brings challenges to 
algorithm design. 

4.2 Multiscale Feature Learning 

Since shallow feature images are not as rich as deep feature images and contain more background 
information, it is one of the key problems of target detection to solve the problem of feature scale, 
and many solutions have been proposed to solve the problem of the multi-scale feature. 

Traditional image pyramid, the use of the original image after building different resolution images of 
the pyramid, using different resolution classifier sliding detection target in each layer of the pyramid, 
and the characteristics of the bottom of the pyramid are generally shallow characteristic figure, could 
detect small targets in the bottom, also can use the different resolution of classifier, for testing on the 
original image, The small detector can detect small targets. Many of them use image pyramids to 
process objects of different sizes. 

Liu et al. have SSD[24] used different scales and proportions to detect objects in multiple layers. 
Subsequently, multiple layers were predicted, with each layer responsible for a certain size of the 
feature map. Subsequently, Cai et al. [25] proposed a new model, multi-scale convolutional neural 
network MSCNN uses a deconvolution layer on multiple feature graphs to improve their resolution 
and then uses the improved feature graphs for prediction. Bell et al. [26] proposed an inside-outside 
Network (ION), which cuts out regional features from different levels through the region of interest 
(ROI) pooling, integrates these multi-scale regional features, and finally makes a prediction. Kong et 
al. [27] proposed a deep hierarchical network that follows a similar idea to ION. To generate 
recommendations and detection objects, they designed high-resolution hyper feature maps that 
integrate shallow and mid-layer features. The combined feature map is more suitable for positioning 
and classification, so it has many features of different sizes, which will increase memory and slow 
down the training speed. Lin et al. [28] proposed the advantages of a feature pyramid Network (FPN) 
combining pyramid feature hierarchies and comprehensive features. 

 

 
Figure 5. Structure Diagram of FPN 

 

In the top-down channel of the FPN structure, the features of the upper layer are firstly twice up-
sampled, and then fused with the features of the current layer. In the figure, 1*1 convolution is used 
to process the current layer and the original features to obtain better output features, which can 
effectively reduce the number of channels in the middle layer. Eventually, these 1*1 convolutions 
give the same number of channels to the characteristic outputs of different bits. 
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FPN constructs a top-down architecture through horizontal connections, generates a series of scale-
invariant feature maps, and learns multiple scale-dependent classifiers. Features of shallow rich 
Spaces are enhanced by features of deep rich semantics. FPN is an enhancement of image information 
expression output by a traditional feature network. After changing the feature extraction method of 
the traditional CNN network, the final output feature can better express the features of different 
dimensions. The bottom-up channel is the convolution process of traditional CNN, while the top-
down channel achieves the purpose of supplementing and enhancing features. 

4.3 Context Information 

Convolutional neural networks have implicitly learned contextual information from hierarchical 
feature representations of multiple abstractions. However, context information is very valuable in 
deep learning small target detection. Effective use of context information can help improve the 
performance of target detection, especially for small targets with insufficient semantic information. 

To obtain a richer representation of the target, features are extracted from many different sub-regions 
of the target proposal, including boundary regions, central regions, semi-regions, context regions, and 
semantically segmented regions, which can be easily integrated after being linked. In recent years, 
context-based learning methods have been further developed. Lim et al. [29] proposed a method using 
context to connect multi-scale features. In this method, additional features in different depth levels of 
the network are used as the context, supplemented by an attention mechanism to focus on the target 
in the image, making full use of the context information of the target, thus improving the accuracy of 
small target detection in the actual scene. Shen et al. [30] proposed an indoor crowd detection network 
framework, which uses a Feature aggregation module ( FAM) that uses fusion and decomposition 
operations to aggregate contextual characteristics and provide more detailed information for small-
scale population detection, thus significantly improving detection performance for the indoor small-
scale population. Fu et al. [31] proposed a novel contextual reasoning method, which modeled and 
inferred the inherent semantic and spatial layout relations between targets, and retained their spatial 
information as much as possible while extracting the semantic features of small targets, effectively 
solving the problem of misdetection and missed detection of small targets. To improve the 
classification results of targets, Pato et al. [32] proposed a context-based re-scoring method for 
detection results, which passed the information between candidate regions and generated context 
representation through the circular neural network and self-attention mechanism and then used the 
obtained context to conduct a secondary evaluation of detection results. 

The method based on context learning makes full use of the target-related information in the image 
and can effectively improve the performance of small target detection. However, the existing methods 
do not take into account the lack of contextual information in the scene and do not use the easily 
detected results in the scene to assist in the detection of small targets. Given this, the future research 
directions can be considered from the following two perspectives :(1) to build a context memory 
model based on a category semantic pool to alleviate the lack of context information in the current 
image by using the context of historical memory; (2) Small target detection based on graph reasoning, 
through the combination of graph model and target detection model to improve the detection 
performance of small targets. 

4.4 Generative Adversarial Network 

Perceptual generative adversarial networks (Perceptual GAN): GAN is used for small object detection 
tasks. A new conditional generator is introduced, which takes low-level features as input to get more 
details about super-resolved representations. The generator includes multiple residual blocks to learn 
residual representations between small objects and similarly large objects. The discriminator consists 
of two branches, namely the antagonism branch and the perception branch. On the one hand, 
adversarial branching separates the superresolution region of the generated small object from similar 
large objects. On the other hand, the conventional target detection task is completed in the perception 
branch, and the accuracy of detection can be proved from the generated super-resolution 
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representation. Both branches try to minimize losses while training the generator to maximize the 
likelihood that the discriminator will make a bad call. 

In recent years, research on super-resolution reconstruction of small targets based on GAN has 
developed. Bai et al. [33] proposed a multi-task Generative Adversarial network (MTGAN) targeting 
small targets. In MTGAN, the generator is a super-resolution network that can upsample a small fuzzy 
image into a fine image and restore details for more accurate detection. Discriminators are multi-task 
networks that distinguish real images from super-resolution images and output category scores and 
bounding box regression offsets. In addition, classification and regression losses in the discriminator 
are propagated back to the generator during training for the generator to recover more detail for 
detection. Because MTGAN can recover clear super-resolution targets from fuzzy small targets, the 
detection performance of small targets is greatly improved. Further, given the existing super-
resolution model for small target detection is a lacks direct supervision, Noh [34] presents new 
features such as the level of super-resolution methods, this method makes the generated employing 
hollow convolution high-resolution target features and feature extractor to generate a low resolution 
to keep the same receptive field size, Thus, the problem of generating false super partition feature 
due to mismatch of the receptive field is avoided. In addition, Deng et al. [35] designed an extended 
feature pyramid network, which generates ultra-high-resolution pyramid layers through the designed 
feature texture module, thus enriching the feature information of small targets. 

The target detection algorithm based on a generative adversarial model can significantly improve the 
detection performance by enhancing the feature information of small targets. At the same time, using 
the generative adversarial model to superclass small targets does not need any special structural 
design, and can easily combine the existing generative adversarial model with the detection model. 
However, there are still two inevitable problems :(1) it is difficult to train generative adversarial 
networks and achieve a good balance between generator and discriminator; (2) The diversity of 
samples generated by generators in the training process is limited, and the performance improvement 
is limited after a certain degree of training. 

4.5 Other optimization Strategies 

Loss function optimization is also an effective method to improve the performance of small target 
detection. Redmon et al. [36] found that in the training process of a network, small targets are more 
susceptible to random errors. Subsequently, they improved this problem [37] and proposed a loss 
function with different weights set according to the target size, which improved the performance of 
small target detection. Lin et al. [38] proposed focal length loss in RetinaNet to solve the problem of 
unbalanced foreground-background classes in training effectively. Further, Zhang et al. [39] 
combined Cascade RetinaNet with focal length loss to further improve the accuracy of small target 
detection. Deng et al. [40] proposed a loss function that considers the balance between foreground 
and background to improve the feature quality of foreground and background through global 
reconstruction loss and positive sample block loss, thus improving the performance of small target 
detection. 

To weigh the detection accuracy and speed of small targets, Sun et al. [41] proposed a multi-receiver 
domain and small-target focused weakly supervised segmentation network, in which multiple 
receiver domain blocks are used to focus on the target and its adjacent background, and weights are 
set according to different spatial positions to enhance feature identification. In addition, Yoo et al. 
[42] re-expressed the multi-target detection task as the density estimation problem of the boundary 
box and proposed a hybrid density target detector, which avoided the tedious process of matching 
truth box and prediction box and heuristic anchor frame design through problem conversion and also 
solved the imbalance between foreground and background to a certain extent. 

5. Conclusion 

The research content of this paper is the research and application of small target detection based on 
deep learning. Firstly, the research background and significance of small target detection are 
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described and the research status at home and abroad is investigated. Then, the basic knowledge 
related to target detection is introduced. As one of the most important tasks in deep learning, target 
detection has exceeded the detection accuracy of human beings in many tasks. However, as one of 
the most difficult tasks in target detection, small target detection is still in the stage of exploration. 
Although new models are constantly proposed, it is still far from the level of landing in reality. 
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